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Abstract

It is shown that the schematic image of the scheme of Azumaya algebra structures on a vector

bundle of rank 4 over any base scheme is separated, of finite type, smooth of relative dimension

13 and geometrically irreducible over that base and that this construction base-changes well.

This generalises the main theorem of Part I of an earlier work [9] and clarifies it by showing

that the algebraic operation of forming the even Clifford algebra (=Witt algebra) of a rank

3 quadratic module essentially translates to performing the geometric operation of taking the

schematic image of the scheme of Azumaya algebra structures.
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1 Introduction and Overview

In an earlier work [9], the author had shown that there exists a smooth scheme structure on

the space of limits of Azumaya algebra structures on a free rank 4 module over a noetherian

commutative ring. This raised several questions: could one work with a projective, instead of a

free, module? could one do away with the hypothesis of noetherianness? could one do all this

for a vector bundle over a base scheme? in what way is the smooth scheme structure natural?

does this scheme structure coincide with the schematic image of the scheme of Azumaya algebra

structures? does it behave well under base change? These questions, apart from being of interest

on their own, are also necessary for certain other applications, as in [10] and [11]. The present

work answers all the above questions in the affirmative.

It is shown over any base scheme that the schematic image, of the scheme of Azumaya algebra

structures on a vector bundle of rank 4 with multiplicative identity a fixed nowhere vanishing

global section, is separated, of finite type, smooth and geometrically irreducible over the base,

and that it behaves well under base-change. In fact it is shown to be locally isomorphic over

the base to relative 9-dimensional affine space (Theorem 5.3). As a further generalisation, the

schematic image of the scheme of Azumaya algebra structures with multiplicative identities vary-

ing is also shown to be separated, of finite type, geometrically irreducible and smooth of relative

dimension 13 over the base (Theorem 3.8). Given a quadratic module over a commutative ring,

such that the quadratic form is semiregular (=regular in characteristics ^ 2), the isomorphism

class (as algebra) of its even Clifford algebra is an important invariant called the Witt invariant

(for e.g., see [7]). Following this, we call the even Clifford algebra of any (i.e., not-necessarily

semiregular) quadratic module as the Witt algebra associated to the quadratic module. With

this terminology, the main result proved is that the functor of those algebra structures on the

vector bundle that are locally-Witt is representable, and is none other than the schematic image

of the scheme of Azumaya algebra structures (which represents the functor of Azumaya algebra

structures). Further, an algebra structure is Azumaya if and only if it is locally the Witt algebra

associated to a semiregular quadratic module.

2 Algebra Structures on a Vector Bundle

We fix a base scheme X and a geometric vector bundle W over X of constant rank > 2 which by

definition is associated to a quasi-coherent CT^-module W locally-free of constant rank > 2. The

purpose of this section is to define algebra structures and study the relationship of associative

unital algebra structures with those that have a fixed unit element.

Definition 2.1 Given any X-scheme T, by a T-algebra structure on W T := W Xx T (also

referred to as T-algebra bundle), we mean a morphism Wy xy Wy —> "WT of vector bundles

on T arising from a morphism of the associated locally-free sheaves. So this is equivalent to



giving a morphism of Cy-modules WT ®T WT —> WT, i-e., an Cr-algebra structure on the

associated locally free sheaf WT- Given such a T-algebra structure and T" —> T an X-morphism,

it is clear that one gets by pullback (i.e., by base-change) a canonical T'-algebra structure on

W f . Thus one has a contravariant "functor of algebra structures on W" from {X — Schemes}

to {Sets} denoted Algw whose set of T-valued points is the set of T-algebra structures on

viz. Honi0T

By Prop.9.6.1, Chap.I of EGA I [3], it follows that the functor Algw is represented by the

X-scheme

Algw := Spec (Symx [{Wx
v ®x Wx

v ®x W*)V]) •

Hence Algw is affine (hence separated), of finite type over X and in fact smooth of relative

dimension rankx(W)3. If X' —> X is an extension of base, then the construction Algw base-

changes well i.e., one may canonically identify Algw xx X' with AlgW/ where W = W Xx X'

(cf. Prop.9.4.11, Chap.1, EGA I [3]).

We next turn to algebra structures on W with identity. We call a global section s 6 r (T,^)

of a quasi-coherent sheaf T (locally free of positive rank over T) nowhere vanishing if at each

point of the base T, the image of its germ in the fiber over the residue field is nonzero. It can

be seen that a section is nowhere vanishing if and only if every one of its pullbacks is nonzero

and that the pullback of a nowhere vanishing section is again a nowhere vanishing section.

Definition 2.2 For any X-scheme T, let Id-AssocwO^) denote the subset of Algw(T) consisting

of associative algebra structures with multiplicative identity. Thus we obtain a contravariant

subfunctor Id-Assocw of Algw.

We remark that a multiplicative identity for an associative algebra structure must be a

nowhere vanishing section as implied by the following lemma and the implication (2) => (4) of

the lemma following it.

Lemma 2.3 Lei B be a ring (commutative, with 1) and A an associative B-algebra with mul-

tiplicative identity e^ € A. Suppose that A is finitely generated and projective as a B-module.

Then B.eA is a B-direct summand of A.

Lemma 2.4 Let B be a ring (commutative, with 1), W a finite free B-module, and w G W.

Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) the B-linear map e(w) : B —v W given by b i—>• b.w is a section to a B-linear map

p:W ->B;

(2) the map e(w) is injective and the following short exact sequence is split exact:

0 —»• B '-H W —> W/B —•» 0



(3) the map e(w) defined above is injective and W/B is protective;

(4) for every B-algebra S (commutative, with ls^0inS)w®ls:fi0eW ®B S ;

(5) if {WJ\1 < j < n} is a B-basis for W, and if w = £?-x bj.Wj then {bj} generates B.

The proofs of the above results are elementary and hence omitted. The general linear group-

scheme associated to W viz GLw naturally acts on Algw on the left, so that for each X-scheme

T, Algw(T) mod GLw CO is the set of isomorphism classes of T-algebra structures o n W x x T .

It is also clear that Id-Assocw is a GLw-stable subfunctor of Algw . It is in fact also repre-

sentable:

PROPOSITION 2.5 Id-Assocw is represented by an X-scheme Id-Assocw which is separated

and of finite type over X so that the natural inclusion of functors induces a functorially injective

GL-w-equivariant morphism Id-Assocw —> Algw . Further the construction Id-Assocw —> X

behaves well under base change.

The functor Id-Assocw behaves well under a base-change X' —> X because the property

of being an associative algebra with identity is preserved under base-change and because Algw

itself behaves well under base-change as already noted. Therefore it only remains to prove

the representability of Id-Assocw by a scheme Id-Assocw of finite type over X. We shall

achieve this by studying the case of algebras with a fixed identity. Notice that the separatedness

of Id-Assocw over X would follow once Id-Assocw is shown to exist, for then the valuative

criterion for separatedness is true for Id-Assocw over X since it is true for Algw over X and

Id-Assocw —> Alg-\y is a functorially injective morphism.

Definition 2.6 Let w 6 F(X, W) be a nowhere vanishing section. For any X-scheme T, let

Id-w-Assocw(r) denote the subset of Algw(T) consisting of associative algebra structures with

multiplicative identity the nowhere vanishing section WT over T induced from w. Thus we obtain

a contravariant subfunctor Id-it;-Assocw of Algw .

Let Stab(iy)(T) C GLw I?1) denote the stabiliser subgroup of U>T, SO that one gets a subfunc-

tor in subgroups Stab(w;) C GLw- It is in fact represented by a closed subgroupscheme (also

denoted by) Stab(t<;) and further behaves well under base change relative to X i.e., Stab(w) x ^ T

can be canonically identified with Stab(iyj') for any X-scheme T. These follow from para 9.6.6

of Chap.I, EGA I [3]. It is clear that the natural action of GLw on Algw induces one of

Stab(to) on Id-ty-Assocw It is easy to check that the functor Id-w-Assocw is a sheaf in the big

Zariski site over X and further that this functor is represented by a natural closed subscheme

of Algw *n the case when X is afHne; hence by Zariski glueing—Prop.4.5.4, Cor.4.5.5, Chap.O

and 2.4.3, Chap.I of EGA I [3]—it follows that Id-tu-Assocw is represented by a closed sub-

scheme Id-iu-Assocw "~̂  Algw which is Stab (to)-invariant. Stab(ty) acts on the fiber product



GLw *x Id-w-Assocw by the (right) action given on valued points by (g, A) -h := (gh, h 1 • A)

and with respect to this action the natural morphism p,w : GLw Xjsfld-to-Assocw —> Id-Assocw

(coming from the action of GLw) is invariant. Let U(T) C W(T) be the subset corresponding

to nowhere vanishing global sections ofWy. Thus we get a subfunctor U C W. It is represented

by the complement (also denoted by) U of the zero section of W which is of finite type over

X: it is easy to check that the functor U is a sheaf in the big Zariski site over X; hence by

Zariski glueing the proof of representability can be reduced to the case when X is affine and

W trivial, in which case, using the implications (4) <̂=4> (5) of Lemma 2.4 it is seen that

U is the union of the complements of the finitely many hyperplanes. Notice that the orbit

morphism corresponding to w viz Ow : GLw —> W factors through U. There is a natural

morphism <j>: Id-Assocw —* U (mapping an algebra to its identity element) such that one has

a commutative diagram of morphisms of functors:

GLw Xx Id-iu-Assocw — l - ^ GLw

/*«> \ow
4- -1'

Id-Assocw > U
The above diagram is in fact a fiber product square because given an X-scheme T, it is easy

to see that the natural map

(GLw xx Id-w-Assocw)CF) —> (GLw xu Id-Assocw)l^1) : {9, A) <—> (g,g • A)

is bijective and functorial in T.

Thus the study of Id-Assocw reduces to the study of Ow. The next result says that Ow is

a Zariski-locally-trivial principal Stab(io)-bundle. Thus Ow has local sections which are closed

immersions; from which fiw therefore has local sections which are representable by closed im-

mersions. It will then follow that Id-Assocw is representable by Zariski glueing since it is easily

seen to be a sheaf on the big Zariski site over X and it is covered by open subfunctors that

are represented by closed subschemes of open subschemes of GLw Xx Id-io-Assocw- Further,

since Ow is a faithfully-flat quasi-compact morphism, the properties of p\ in the above cartesian

square such as affineness and finite-typeness will descend to </> by Prop.2.7.1 of EGA IV [4]; so

U being of finite type over X would imply that Id-Assocw is also of finite type over X. The

proof of Prop.2.5 is thus reduced to the following.

PROPOSITION 2.7 The Stab(tu)-invariant morphism Om : GLw —> V is a Zariski-locally-

trivial principal Stab(w)-bundle.

We sketch a proof. It is enough to prove the above result for the case when X = Spec(i?)

is affine and further when w becomes a part of a global basis. Let W be the free .R-module of

rank m corresponding to W. Let {Xi \ 0 < i < m — l }be the i?-basis of Wy dual to a chosen



jR-basis {wi \ 0 <i < m — 1} of W with w = WQ, SO that one gets a canonical identification with

affine space over R of dimension m

W := Spec(SymB(Wv)) S Spec(R[X0,..., = A%.

For each i, 0 < i < m — 1, let Uj denote the open subscheme of W corresponding (under

the above identification) to A7^ — V(Xi) where V{Xi) is the closed subscheme defined by the

vanishing of Xi. From Lemma 2.4 one sees that U = U^.Q1UJ. Let 5 be an i?-algebra. Then

(Ow)~1(Uo)(S) (= the set of 5-valued points of the open subscheme which is the inverse image

of the open subscheme Uo by Ow) can be identified with the subset of GL(m, S) consisting of

matrices (sy), 0<i,j<m — l such that soo is a unit in S. Given such a matrix (SJJ), it is clear

that the matrix equation

^00

S20

0
1
0

0
0
1

o\
0
0

n
0
0 Mix

xo,m-x \
yx,m-x
V2,m-X

Vsm-l,0 0 0 ••• 1/ \0 J/m-1,1 ••• ym-X,m-x/

can be solved in GL(m, S) and in fact the solution lies in Stab(w;)(5). We leave it to the reader

to verify that this implies that Ow restricted to Uo is isomorphic to the trivial Stab(«;)-bundle

and a similar argument gives a Stab(to)-bundle trivialisation of Ow : GLw —> U over Uj for

each i with 1 < i < m — 1. The above proposition alongwith the discussion preceeding it gives

the following result.

Corollary 2.8 The morphism /J,W : GLw Xxld-w-

trivial principal Stab(w)-bundle.

Id-Assocw is a Zariski-locally-

3 Sheaves in Azumaya Algebras and their Limits

From now on we assume that the rank of W over X is a square. We intend to study subfunctors

of Algw which are Azumaya and their specialisations. Firstly, we therefore recall the definition

of being Azumaya and collect the necessary facts regarding such algebras.

Definition 3.1 An algebra structure A G Id-Assocw{T) is said to be Azumaya if the natural

Cj-algebra homomorphism

A® Aop —> £ndOT_m0(^(A) given on sections by a <8> bop

is an isomorphism, where Aop denotes the algebra opposite to A.

(axb))

We thus obtain subfunctors Id-w-Azuw c-» Id-tu-Assocw and Azuw '-* Id-Assoc-yv correspond-

ing to Azumaya algebras. That they are indeed subfunctors follows from property (1) of the

next result, which also lists other standard properties of Azumaya algebras that will be used in

the sequel.



PROPOSITION 3.2 Let S and S' be noetherian commutative rings with 1 and S' an S-

algebra. Further let A be an associative S-algebra with identity.

(1) If A is an Azumaya S-algebra, then A®s S' is an Azumaya S'-algebra.

(2) / / S is an algebraically closed field, then A is Azumaya over S iff it is isomorphic to the

algebra M(n, S) of (n x n)-matrices over S for some n i.e., over algebraically closed fields

the only Azumaya algebras are the matrix algebras.

(3) A is an Azumaya S-algebra iff Ap is an Azumaya Sp-algebra for every prime ideal p of S

and A is finitely generated as an S-module.

(4) If A is finitely generated and locally-free, and if A ®s S' is an Azumaya S'-algebra, and

further if S' is faithfully-flat over S, then A is an Azumaya S-algebra.

(5) If A is locally free of finite positive rank as an S-module, then A is an Azumaya S-algebra

iff A ®5 K is an Azumaya K-algebra for every algebraically closed field K which is an

S-algebra.

(6) Let S be a complete local ring with maximal ideal m. If A is an Azumaya S-algebra such

that A/xaA =* M(n, S/m) then A = M(n, S).

(7) Let P be a finitely generated protective S-module. Then the S-algebra Ends(P) is Azumaya.

Properties (1), (3) and (4) are easy. As for the nontrivial part of (2), if A is Azumaya over S,

then by [5], Chap.9, Theorem(9.7), A is isomorphic to an algebra of square matrices of order n

(for some n) with entries in a finite-dimensional central division algebra D over 5. But since S is

an algebraically closed field, D = S. Property (5) above can be deduced from (3) and (4) and an

application of Nakayama's lemma. Property (6) is Lemma 5.1.16 in Chap.III of [7]. The proof

of (7) uses (4), (5) and (2). The following results shall be used in showing the representability

of the subfunctors of Azumaya algebras by open subschemes.

PROPOSITION 3.3

(1) Let T be an X-scheme and A € Id-Assoc\y(T). Then the subset

U(T,A) := {t € T | At is an Azumaya Or,t — algebra}

is an open (possibly empty) subset. When U(T, A) is nonempty, denote by the same symbol

the canonical open subscheme structure. Then if f : T' —> T is an X-morphism such

that the topological image intersects U(T,A), then U(T',f*(A)) = U(T,A) XTT' as open

subschemes of T'. Further U(T,A) •-> T is an affine morphism.

(2) U(T, A) is the maximal open subset restricted to which A is Azumaya.



(3) Further let f : T' —)• T be a morphism of X-schemes such that f*(A) € Azuw(^") *-e., the

induced algebra is Azumaya. Then f factors through the open subscheme U(T, A) defined

above.

The proof that U(T, A) is open follows from an application of Nakayama's lemma. The proof

of (2) follows from (3) of Prop.3.2. The proof of (3) uses assertions (1)—(5) of Prop.3.2. Prom

these the second assertion of (1) follows. Hence for the third assertion of (1), one may as well

assume that T = Spec(i?) is affine and that .4 is free; in which case C/(T, .4) is by definition the

open subset where a homomorphism of free 5-modules of the same finite rank is an isomorphism

and is hence a principal open subset.

THEOREM 3.4

(1) Azuw (respectively Id-iu-Azuwj ?s represented by a GLw-stable (resp. Stab(w)-stable) open

subscheme Azuw "—* Id-Assocw (resp. Id-w-Azuw <-» Id-w-Assocwj and the canonical

open immersion is an affine morphism.

(2) Azuw (resp. Id-ry-Azuw^ is separated (resp. affine) and of finite type over X, and the

construction Azuw —* X (resp. Id-w-Azuw —* X) base changes well.

(3) The restriction of fiw : GLw xx Id-tu-Assocw —* Id-Assocw to the open subscheme

GLw X-x Id-iw-Azuw factors by a morphism fj,'w, into Azuw, which is a Zariski-locally-

trivial principal Stab(w) -bundle.

(4) Further, Azuw (resp. Id-w-Azu-w) is smooth of relative dimension m4—m2-\-l (resp. of rel-

ative dimension (m2 — I)2) and geometrically irreducible over X, where m? := rankx{W).

PROOF: First of all notice that property (7) of Prop.3.2 shows that the sets Azuw(T) (resp.

Id-io-AzuwC^1)) are nonempty for any X-scheme T to which the pullback of W becomes trivial

(resp. and further the pullback of w becomes part of a global basis). Since Algw is represented

by Algw •> ^e* & b e *^e universal algebra structure on W ®x Algw corresponding to the identity

morphism of Algw A little bit of writing down shows that the canonical algebra structure on

B corresponds to the diagonal morphism

AAlgw /x : A 1 Sw^Alg w xx Algw.

Then the representability of Id-Assocw by Id-Assocw (Prop.2.5) shows that the pullback B' of

B to Id-Assocw (resp. Bw of B to Id-w-Assocw) is the universal associative algebra structure

with identity (resp. with identity w ®x Id-w-Assocw)- With the notations of Prop.3.3, it

is routine using the assertions of that Proposition to verify that Azuw := £7(Id-Assocwi &')

(resp. Id-iw-Azuw '•— U{lA-w-Kssoc-^f,Bw)) represents Azuw (resp. Id-w-Azuw) and the rest

of the assertions of the Theorem in the first statement. Notice therefore that the pullback of



B' (resp. of Bw) to Azuw (resp. to Id-io-Azuw) is the universal Azumaya algebra structure

(resp. also with identity w). The functors Azuw and Id-w-Azuw base change well since the

property of being Azumaya is preserved under base change (property (1) of Prop.3.2) and since

Algw and Id-iy-Assoc-w base change well; further Algw is affine and of finite type over X,

Id-Assocw is separated and of finite type over X by Prop.2.5 and Id-w-Assocw "—> Algw is a

closed immersion; from these facts the assertions in the second statement of the Theorem follow.

As for the third statement, it is easy to check functorially that the restriction of /j,w : GL\y Xi

Id-io-Assocw —>• Id-Assocw to the open subscheme GL\y x^Id-to-Azuw factors by a morphism

/j,'w, into Azuw, which is in fact the base change of fiw to Azuw- Hence by Cor.2.8 which says

that /u,w is a Zariski-locally-trivial principal Stab(to)-bundle, one may conclude the same of

fj,'w : GLw x x Id-iu-Azuw —>• Azuw Given this and the easy fact that Stab(w) is smooth,

surjective, affine and geometrically irreducible of relative dimension m4 — m2 over X, it is clear

that in order to prove the assertions in the last statement of the Theorem, it is enough to prove

only those concerning Id-tu-Azuw- Since Id-w-Azuw base changes well, going to geometric points

of X, in view of property (2) of Prop.3.2 the use of the Theorem of Skolem-Noether shows that

Id-it;-Azuw is geometrically irreducible and has geometric fibres of the claimed dimension. When

the base X is integral, by considering the orbit morphism Stab(w) —> Id-it;-Azuw corresponding

to the universal Azumaya algebra structure in Id-iu-Azuw(Id-w-Azuw) and noting that this

morphism is surjective and that Stab(io) is integral, one gets that in this case Id-w-Azuw is

irreducible. Now using properties (6) and (2) of Prop.3.2, since Id-w-Azuw is of finite type over

X, it is easy to check that Id-to-Azuw —* X is geometrically regular by verifying the formal

smoothness criterion at any closed point of any geometric fibre. It follows that the fibres of this

morphism are integral smooth varieties of the claimed dimension. Finally only the flatness of

Id-w-Azuw over X remains to be checked. Since X can be covered by affine opens restricted

to each of which W becomes trivial and w part of a global basis, and further since Id-iu-Azuw

base changes well, we may assume X = Spec(Z). Now we observe that the structure morphism

of Id-w-Azuw is equidimensional (13.2.2 EGA IV, Err.IV.34, [4]—the smoothness, irreducibility

and equidimensionality of the fibres is used here); using this and applying Chevalley's criterion

(ii) of Cor. 14.4.4 of EGA IV [4] shows that the structure morphism is universally open; feeding

this into Theorem 15.2.2 of EGA IV [4] shows that the structure morphism is actually flat.

Q.E.D.

We are interested in studying the specialisations of Azumaya algebra structures. In the

topological sense these are points of the closure of the space underlying Azuw (resp. Id-iu-Azuw)

in Id-Assocw (resp. in Id-to-Assocw)- To give a scheme-theoretic interpretation for these spaces

of limits, one naturally turns to the notion of schematic image. This notion and its properties

are recalled next, after which comes the Theorem that the limiting schemes of Azumaya algebras

are smooth and base-change well in the case when W is of rank 4 over X.



Definition 3.5 (Defs.6.10.1-2, Chap.I, EGA I [3]) Let / : X —> Y be a, morphism of

schemes. If there exists a smallest closed subscheme Y' <-> Y such that the inverse image

scheme f~liy') := 7 ' Xy {tX) is equal to X, one calls Y' the schematic image of / (or of X in

Y under / ) . If X were a subscheme of Y and / the canonical immersion, and if/ has a schematic

image Y', then Y' is called the schematic limit or the limiting scheme of the subscheme X c-> Y.

PROPOSITION 3.6 (Prop.6.10.5, Chap.I, EGA I) The schematic image Y' of X by a

morphism f : X —>• Y exists in the following two cases: (1) f*(Ox) is a quasi-coherent Oy-

module, which is for example the case when f is quasi-compact and quasi-separated; (2) X is

reduced.

PROPOSITION 3.7 In each of the following statements whenever a schematic image is men-

tioned, we assume that one of the two hypotheses of the above Prop, is true so that the schematic

image does exist.

(1) Let Y' be the schematic image of X under a morphism f : X —> Y and let f factor as

X —> Y' <->• Y. Then Y' is topologically the closure of f(X) in Y, the morphism g is

schematically dominant (i.e., g# : Oy —> 9*{Ox) is injective) and the schematic image

of X in Y' (under g) is Y' itself. If X is reduced (respectively integral) then the same is

true ofY'.

(2) The schematic image of a closed subscheme under its canonical closed immersion is itself.

(3) (Transitivity of Schematic Image) Let there be given morphisms X —> Y —> Z, such that

the schematic image Y' of X under f exists, and further such that if g' is the restriction

of g to Y', the schematic image Z' of Y' by g' exists. Then the schematic image of X

under g ° f exists and equals Z'.

(4) Let f : X —>• Y be a morphism which factors through a closed subscheme Y\ of Y by a

morphism f\ : X —> Y\. Then the scheme-theoretic image Y' of X inY is the same as

the scheme-theoretic image Y{ of X in Y\ considered canonically as closed subscheme of

Y.

(5) If f : X —> Y has a schematic image Y' then f is schematically dominant iffY' = Y.

(6) The formation of schematic image commutes with flat base change: i.e., if f : X —> Y

is a morphism of S-schemes which has a schematic image Y' then for a flat morphism

S' —> S, one has that the induced S'-morphism f x$ S' : X Xs S' —> Y x$ S' has

a schematic image and it may be canonically identified with Y' Xs S'. In particular this

means that the formation of schematic image is local over the base.

Assertions (1) and (3) are respectively Prop.6.10.5 and Prop.6.10.3 in EGA I. The defining

property of schematic image gives (2), while (4) can be deduced from the first three. As for
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(5), from (1) it follows that Y' — Y implies / = g is schematically dominant. For the other

way around, one uses the following characterisation of a schematically dominant morphism in

Prop.5.4.1 of EGA I: if / : X —> Y is a morphism of schemes, then / is schematically dominant

iff for every open subscheme U of Y and every closed subscheme Y\ of U such that there exists

a factorisation f~l{U) -^» Y\ •-»• U, of the restriction f~l{U) —> U of f (where ji is the

canonical closed immersion), one has Y\ = U—given / is schematically dominant, one just has

to take U = Y, Y\ = Y' and gi = g. Assertion (6) follows from statement (ii) (a) of Theorem

11.10.5 of EGA IV [4].

THEOREM 3.8

(1) The open immersion Azu-\y <-* Id-Assocw (resp. Id-w-Azuw •-> Id-iu-Assocw,' has a

schematic image denoted Sp-Azuw (resp. Id-itf-Sp-Azuw^ which is separated (resp. affine)

and of finite type over X and is naturally a GL-w-stable (resp. Stab(w)-stable) closed

subscheme of Id-Assocw (resp. of Id-w-Assocw), the action extending the natural one on

the open subscheme Azuw (resp. Id-t

(2a) Sp-Azuw is the schematic image o/GLw XxId-ty-Sp-Azuw under the composition of the

canonical closed immersion into GLw Xx Id-w-Assocw followed by /J,W.

(2b) The induced morphism fj,'^ : GLw X-x Id-w-Sp-Azuw —> Sp-Azuw is in fact the base

change of fiw and is hence a Zariski-locally-trivial principal Stab(w)-bundle.

(3a) When the rank of W over X is 4> Id-w-Sp-Azuw is locally (over X) isomorphic to rel-

ative 9-dimensional affine space; in fact over every open affine subscheme U of X where

W becomes trivial and w becomes part of a global basis, Id-w-Sp-Azuw|l/ — Ay- Thus

is smooth of relative dimension 9 and geometrically irreducible over X.

(3b) When ran^(W) = 4, the construction Id-ty-Sp-Azuw —* X base changes well.

(4a) When rankx(W) = 4, Sp-Azuw is smooth/X of relative dimension IS and geometrically

irreducible/X.

(4b) When rankx(W) = A, the construction Sp-Azuw —> X base changes well.

We remark that due to the fact that the formation of the schematic image is local on the

base (property (6) of Prop.3.7), it is enough to prove (3a) for the case when X is affine, W is

trivial over X and w becomes part of a global basis. This will require the use of semiregular

quadratic forms which are recalled in the next section and will be the goal of Section 5. Notice

that (3b) (resp. (4b)) is a consequence of the smoothness and geometric irreducibility asserted in

(3a) (resp. (4a)), the defining property of schematic image and the fact that the corresponding

scheme of Azumaya algebras base changes well (statement (2) of Theorem 3.4). Further note that
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given the fact that Stab(^) is affine, geometrically irreducible and smooth of relative dimension

12 over X in the case W is of rank 4, (4a) follows from (3a) and (2b). So for now we shall

only prove (1), (2a) and (2b), and only (3a) will need to be proved for the affine case as noted

above. Since an affine morphism is quasi-compact and separated, the existence of the schematic

images in (1) of the Theorem follow from (1) of Theorem 3.4 and case (1) of Prop.3.6. The rest

of the properties like separatedness/affineness/finite-typeness now follow from (2) of Theorem

3.4, while the assertions on the extension of the natural action on the open subscheme (by the

relevant groupscheme) to an action on the limiting scheme may be verified using the defining

property of the schematic image involved; in effect one may show that an automorphism of a

scheme T which leaves an open subscheme U stable will also leave stable the limiting scheme

of U in T (of course here one assumes that the canonical open immersion U <—> T is a quasi-

compact open immersion, which ensures the existence of the limiting scheme). The assertion of

(2a) follows by using the properties (1)—(5) of the schematic image given in Prop.3.7. As for

(2b), one immediately sees that there is a natural morphism of JSf-schemes

GLW xx Id-w-Sp-Azuw —> Sp-Azuw Xid-Assocw ( ^ (GLW xx Id-to-Assocw))

which is seen to be a closed immersion and which needs to be shown to be an isomorphism.

Hence it is enough to show that this morphism is functorially surjective. We shall deduce it

from the following more general result, which simply put, says that for a locally-trivial principal

G-bundle, G-stable closed subschemes of the top space descend, and the natural candidate viz.

the schematic image under the restriction of the bundle projection, fits the bill.

THEOREM 3.9 Let S be a base scheme, G an S-groupscheme which is flat of finite type

and separated over S, and f : B —> T an S-morphism which is also a Zariski-locally-trivial

principal G-bundle (with the G-action on B on the right). Let Q <-»• B be a G-siable closed

subscheme. Then the schematic image Z "-^T ofQ under the composition f oi is the descent of

Q under f i.e., there exists a natural isomorphism /? : Q ^—> (Z^) Xy (fB) such that t = PB °{3.

Thus Q is naturally identified with the locally-trivial principal G-bundle given by the pullback of

f to Z. Moreover, when G is smooth over S, it follows that Q is smooth over S iff Z is smooth

over S.

PROOF: Note that / o % is quasi-compact and separated and so the schematic image Z of

Q exists by case (1) of Prop.3.6. Also note that under the given assumptions on G, f is

universally submersive and so the G-stability of Q and the G-invariance of / imply that Q is

topologically the full inverse image of the closed set below which by (1) of Prop.3.7 is seen

to be the underlying topological space of the schematic image Z. There is an obvious natural

closed immersion /3 : Q "—* (Z^) Xy (fB) which we need to show is functorially surjective. Since

this morphism is functorially injective, and since the formation of schematic image is local over

the base (property (6) of Prop.3.7), it can be seen that one may reduce to the case of a trivial
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principal G-bundle i.e., B :=TxsG. Let s : T —> B be the section to / induced by the identity

section of G over 5. Define Z\ to be the scheme-theoretic intersection of the closed subschemes

Q and T in B i.e., Zx := (Qt) xB (ST). Let s' : Zx M- Q be the base-change of s. Define

a : Z\ XsG —> Q to be the composition fj,Qo(s' xida) where IJ,Q : Qx$G —> Q is the canonical

right action of G on Q induced from that onB = T x 5 G. Now using the language of valued points

one checks that a is functorially bijective, hence an isomorphism. Since Z\ X5 G = Z\ Xy B

canonically, a little bit of routine writing-down shows that f oi factors through Z\. Due to the

defining property of the schematic image Z, this induces a closed immersion i[ : Z <-> Z\ which

in turn induces a closed immersion L'{ : {ZLi) Xj (fB) <-> Z\ x j B. Now using the facts that

Z\ Xy B —> Z\ is functorially surjective (being a trivial bundle) and that Z\ Xy B = Q via

a, one checks that tj is functorially surjective and therefore an isomorphism. So 1" is also an

isomorphism and from this one gets that /3 is functorially surjective and hence an isomorphism

as wanted. Q.E.D. for Theorem 3.9.

Now if in the above result, one takes B := GLw x^Id-w-Assocw, T := Id-Assocw> / : = Hwi

Q := GLw Xx Id-t/;-Sp-Azuw (and whence Z = Sp-Azuw), G := Stab(to) and bears in mind

that \xw is a locally-trivial principal Stab(io)-bundle (Cor.2.8), one immediately gets that ^

is indeed the base-change of fxw as wanted. We remind the reader now that we only need to

prove assertion (3a) of Theorem 3.8 for the case when X = Spec(i?) is an affine scheme, W

corresponds to a trivial .R-module W of rank 4, and w becomes part of a global basis for W.

We shall show in this case that Id-w-Sp-Azuw is isomorphic to the 9-dimensional affine space

given by the fibre-product of the 6-dimensional affine space of quadratic forms on a free rank

3 i?-module and a suitable commutative affine subgroupscheme of Stab(iu) isomorphic to 3-

dimensional affine space. This involves the use of the notion of semiregular quadratic form, a

key technical tool used in the earlier work [9], the necessary facts about which we quickly recall

in the next section.

4 Background on Semiregularity

As indicated in the last section, one needs to bring in quadratic forms for the proof of (3a)

of Theorem 3.8. Seshadri's method in [8] of proving (3a) for the case X = Spec(/s), k an

algebraically closed field, involves firstly defining a morphism from the space of quadratic forms

on a 3-dimensional vector space into Id-iy-Assocw- This essentially associates a quadratic form

to its even Clifford algebra. That this morphism takes values in Id-w-Sp-Azuw depends on the

fact that the even Clifford algebra of a regular quadratic form is isomorphic to the algebra of

(2 x 2)-matrices with entries in k. Further using this morphism, another morphism is defined

to establish (3a) and to conclude that this latter morphism is proper and functorially injective,

Seshadri computes this morphism. In this computation the bilinear form associated to the

quadratic form, and not the quadratic form itself, is involved, and therefore some terms in the
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computation (crucial for concluding the properness and functorial injectivity) involve a factor

of 2, and hence vanish in char.2. Other fundamental problems encountered in char.2 arise from

the facts that the mapping that associates a quadratic form to its symmetric bilinear form is no

longer bijective and that when the quadratic module is of odd rank, there do not exist regular

quadratic forms. The remedy for all this is to consider semiregular quadratic forms, a concept

of M.Kneser [6] and elaborated upon by Knus in [7], which in fact works over an arbitrary base

ring (and hence in a characteristic-free way) and further reduces to the usual notion of regular

form in characteristics ^ 2. We quickly recall the necessary facts about semiregularity and for

proofs refer the interested reader to [7] and Section 3 of the earlier work [9] that was devoted to

a study of this notion and its properties.

Throughout this section, R denotes a commutative ring. A pair (V, q) consisting of a module

V over R and a quadratic form q onV will be referred to as a quadratic module. Recall that a

quadratic form q is by definition a map q : V —> R satisfying (1) q(r.v) = r2.q(v), v € V, r € R

and (2) bq : V x V —> R given by (u, v) i-* q(u + v) — q{u) — q(v) is i?-bilinear. As usual,

we call bq the bilinear form "associated" to q. Before proceeding further, let us recall the usual

definition of regularity (also called nonsingularity). Let (V,q) be a quadratic module with V

finitely generated and projective of constant rank n over R. For any n-tuple {/»| 1 < % < n}

of elements of V, the element Aq({fi}) := det(bq(fi,fj)) is an element of R; in the case when

the module is free and the chosen n-tuple is an ii-basis, this element is called the discriminant

of (V, q) with respect to this basis. Its class modulo (R*)2 is independent of the choice of the

basis. Let A9(V) denote the discriminant-ideal in R generated by the elements Ag({/j}) for all

possible n-tuples. (V, q) is said to be a regular quadratic module and q a regular quadratic form

if Ag(F) is all of R. In order to define semiregularity on the other hand, one needs the following

fundamental result.

Lemma 4.1 (Lemma 3.1.2, Chap.IV, [7]) Consider the quadratic module (R,Q,qo) over RQ :=

Z[£j, Qij] where (1 < i,j < n, i < j) with the standard basis {ej | 1 < i < n} where qo(ei) :=

Ct> bqo(ei,ej) := Qj (i < j). In other words, q^^Xiei — T.i&x2 + Z^jQjXiXj. Note that

bqo(ei,ei) = 2qo(ei) = 2Q. Then the discriminant d({ei\) := det (bqo(ei,ej)) of the matrix

ofbqo equals 2Pn(CifCij) for a uniquely determined polynomial Pn in RQ.

Definition 4.2 (Sec.3, Chap.IV [7]) Let (V, q) be a quadratic module with the underlying

i?-module projective of constant odd rank n. For any n-tuple {/j | 1 < i < n} of elements of V,

the element dq({fi}) := Pn(q(fi),bq(fi, fj)) is an element of R; in the case when the module is

free and the chosen n-tuple is an i?-basis, this element is called the half-discriminant of (V,q)

with respect to this basis. Let do(V,q) denote the half-discriminant-ideal in R generated by the

elements dq({fi}) for all possible n-tuples. (V, q) is said to be a semiregular quadratic module

and q a semiregular quadratic form if do(V, q) is all of R.
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PROPOSITION 4.3 Let (V,q) be a quadratic module with the underlying R-module projective

of constant odd rank.

(1) When V is free, q is semiregular if and only if there exists a basis {/*} with respect to which

the half-discriminant is a unit. If this is the case then the half-discriminant with respect

to any basis is a unit.

(2) When 2 is a unit in R and V is free, q is semiregular if and only if it is regular.

(3) The orthogonal direct sum of a semiregular quadratic module and a regular quadratic module

is again a semiregular quadratic module.

(4) For a quadratic module (V, q) of odd rank, regularity is a very strong condition: it implies

that 2 is a unit of R. Hence there are no regular quadratic forms over modules of odd rank

in char.2. However, semiregular quadratic forms do exist in all ranks in all characteristics.

(1) is proved in Sec.3, Chap.IV of [7]. Statement (2) follows from the fact that relative to

any basis, the half-discriminant and the discriminant differ by the factor of the unit 2 € R*;

note in this situation also that the associated bilinear form may be used to identify V with its

dual for any fixed basis. Assertion (3) is in Sec.3, Ch.IV of [7], and essentially follows from the

observation that in the free case, the half-discriminant of the orthogonal sum is the product of

the half-discriminant of the semiregular summand and the discriminant of the regular summand.

The first assertion of (4) essentially boils down to realizing that an alternating matrix in char.2

of odd rank is of determinant zero. As for the last assertion of (4), first let V be free of rank

3 over R with basis {ei,e2,e3} and S a commutative i?-algebra. Then the quadratic form

q:V®R,S —> S given by

x(ei ® 1) + y(e2 <8> 1) + z(e3 ® 1) '—> yz - x2

is easily checked to be semiregular. Now using (3) and the fact that regular quadratic forms

exist for modules of even rank in all characteristics, one gets (4). The following is Proposition

(3.1.5), Sec.3, Chap.IV, [7], and shows that semiregularity is well-behaved.

PROPOSITION 4.4 Let {V,q) be a quadratic module of odd rank over a commutative ring

R. The following properties are equivalent:

(1) q is semiregular.

(2) q ® (R/vci) is semiregular over R/m for every maximal ideal tn of R.

(3) q ® Rm is semiregular over Rm for every maximal ideal m of R.

(4) q® S is semiregular over S for some faithfully-flat R-algebra S.

Thus semiregularity is preserved under extension of scalars.
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We remind the reader that there is a notion of nondegenerate quadratic form, inspired from

Chap.V, (23.5), of Borel [1] (who in turn quotes Dieudonne [2]) for a quadratic module (V, q) of

odd dimension over a field k of char.2, and it was shown in Section 3 of [9] that this notion is

the same as semiregularity.

5 Smoothness of Limiting Algebras with Fixed Identity

In this section, we shall prove that when X = Spec(i?) is affine and the rank 4 vector bun-

dle W on X is free with the nowhere vanishing global section w part of a global basis, then

Id-w-Sp-Azuw = AR from which the assertion (3a) of Theorem 3.8 will follow as explained

earlier. This isomorphism will be natural in the sense that firstly, the 9-dimensional affine space

shall be the fibre product of a suitable commutative subgroupscheme Aw of Stab (w) isomorphic

to AR with the scheme <J>y — AR of quadratic forms on a free rank 3 module V over R; secondly

the isomorphism shall be given by the morphism 0 : <I>y XR Aw —> Id-io-Sp-Azuw that asso-

ciates a quadratic form q and an automorphism g to the algebra g • A where A is the algebra

structure induced from the even Clifford algebra of q after identifying its underlying module as

coming from W. The notion of semiregularity of the previous section allows us to work over any

commutative ring R and in a characteristic-free way.

The Affine Scheme of Quadratic Forms <l>y. Let <&y be the 6-dimensional affine space

over R corresponding to the rank 6 free i?-module S2(VV) which is the degree 2 part of the

symmetric algebra S(VV) of Vv over R. Let V have i?-basis {e\, e^-, e<s} and let {X\,X2,X3} be

the dual basis for Vv = Hornby, R). Then

{Ztj := Xi.Xj, Zk:=Xll<i<j<3,l<k< 3}

is an i?-basis for S2(VV) so that the natural algebra homomorphism from the symmetric algebra

over R of S2{V) = (52(FV))V to the polynomial algebra

R\Xh Yij] := R[Yi,I2, Ys, Y12,113,123]

given by Z% i-> Yk, Z^ i-t Y^ is an i?-algebra isomorphism. Thus $y = Spec(R[Y{,Yij]).

This isomorphism can be used to interpret $y as the i?-scheme of quadratic forms on V as

follows. For a commutative i?-algebra S with 1, we define a bijective map by associating to

(Ai,Ajj) € Spec(R[Yi,Yij])(S) the quadratic form on Vs := V <S>R S given by Ej£i(ej <E> 1) M-

SjAjX? + Ti^jXijXiXj. We see that this is functorial in S as well. Consider the quadratic module

q : V ®R R[Yh Yij] —+ R[Yh Y^]

is defined by EiXi(ei ® 1) H-> T,jYiX2 + H^jYijXiXj. We then see that the pair ($y, q) represents

the functor of quadratic forms on V so that q is the universal quadratic form. It is worth noting
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that under the usual identification of quadratic forms with symmetric bilinear forms valid when

2 e R*, the quadratic form corresponding to (Aj, Ay-) would be identified with the tuple (2.A;, A^)

and this becomes a bad mapping in char.2. It is obvious that $ y —> X = Spec(i?) base changes

well.

The Open Subscheme $y of Semiregular Forms. For any commutative i2-algebra S with

1, let <&_v(S) be the subset of §v{S) consisting of semiregular forms (Def.4.2). It is nonempty

by (4), Prop.4.3. Since semiregularity is preserved under base change (Prop.4.4), one sees that

S i-» $fT(S) is functorial. A direct computation shows that the polynomial Pn(Cii dj) of Lemma

4.1 for n = 3 is given by

4C1C2C3 + C12C13C23 - (C1C23 + C2Ci23 + CaCi2)-

Then P3(Yi,Yij) is a polynomial function on <fry. Since 1 is a coefficient of P3 € JR[$V], P3 is

not a zero divisor. One sees from (1) of Prop.4.3 that $ y is an open subfunctor of <&y and in

fact that $_v 1S represented by the open subscheme given by

where R[Yi, Yij]p3(Yi,Yi) denotes localisation. The universal quadratic form q induces a semireg-

ular quadratic form q s r on V ®RR\YI, ^i^PziYuY^y It is obvious that <&fT —> X = Spec(i?) base

changes well.

Preliminaries on Clifford Algebras. For q € &v{S) let Q\ff(Vs,q) denote the Clifford

algebra of the quadratic module (Vs,q)- It is by definition a unital associative 5-algebra with

a homomorphism i : Vs —> Cliff(Vs", q) of .S-modules which are universal with respect to the

property i(x).i(x) = Q(x)-^Q\iif(va) ^ x ^ ^s' ^ e Clifford algebra exists by Theorem (1.1.2),

Seel , Chap.IV, [7]. Further Cliff(F5,g) = ClifF0(Fs,g)eClifFi(T^,g) is a (Z/2)-graded 5-algebra,

with Cliffo(V5,^) consisting of even degree (or zero degree) elements and Cliffi(V5, q) consisting

of odd degree (or positive degree) elements. Thus Cliffo(1/5,(7) is an 5-subalgebra, called the

even Clifford algebra of (Vs, q). The Clifford algebra behaves well under base change i.e., if S' is

a commutative 5-algebra, then one has a canonical identification of (Z/2)-graded 5'-algebras

ClifF(Vs ®s S', q ®s S') = ClifF(Vs, g) ®s S'.

The Morphism 6. Let 5 be a commutative J?-algebra with 1, and q £ $y (5 ) . The Poincare-

Birkhoff-Witt Theorem (Theorem (1.5.1), Seel , Chap.IV, [7]) asserts that % : Vs —> C\\ff(Vs,q)

identifies Vs as a submodule of Cliff(Vs,#), and with this identification further asserts that,

since V is free of rank 3 with .R-basis {ej|l < i < 3}, Cliff(Vs, qr) is free of rank 8/5 , and that

Cliffo( Vs, q) and Cliffi (Vs, q) are free of rank 4 / 5 with bases { 1 Q jff; (ei ® 1) • [ei ® 1), (e2 ® 1) • {e% ®

1), (e3®l)-(ei®l)} and {ei, e2, e$, (ei®l)-(e2®l)-(e3®l)} respectively. Let W be the il-module
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corresponding to W. Since W is also of rank 4/R with w part of a basis, one completes to an R-

basis w = WQ,WI,W2,W3, and defines the 5-linear isomorphism ^5 : W®RS = C\'tffo(Vs-,q) that

maps WQ® 1 H-> lQWff — lciiff' w i ® 1 ̂  (ei ® 1)" (e2® 1)> ^2® 1 ̂  (^2® 1)• (^3® 1), ^3® 1 >->

(e3 ® 1) • (ei ® 1). In particular taking 5 = l?[Yi, Y^], one gets an associative BjY^lfjj-algebra

structure on W ®R R[Y{, Yij] with unit w ®R 1 and hence a morphism

0 : $1/ —> Id-w-Assocw

The Morphism ©. Continuing with the above notations, if one identifies W with R4 by

mapping the chosen basis onto the standard basis (column) vectors, then one sees that for any

commutative i?-algebra 5 with 1, the subgroup Stab(w)(5) C GL-w(S) may be identified with

the subgroup of GL(4, S) consisting of matrices of the form

1 t\ £2
Q TO , with B e GL(3,5).

Let A^ be the subgroup-subfunctor of Stab(io) defined as follows. Let AW{S) be the subgroup

of Stab(iy)(Sr) consisting of matrices of the above form and further such that B = I3 is the

3 x 3-identity matrix in GL(3, S). Then A^ is represented by a closed normal subgroupscheme

Aw of Stab(it;) and Aw = AR. To understand the relevance of Aw with 9, let 0^ 6 §v(R) denote

the zero quadratic form and consider the associative i?-algebra structure

(A0)R:=e(R)(0R)

which is induced from the even Clifford algebra of the zero quadratic iJ-form on W. It is com-

mutative, since all products Wi.Wj = 0 for 1 < i,j < 3. Let Stabg ta^, ^ ((Ao)R) denote the

stabilizer subgroup functor of {Ao)R in Stab(ty). Then a straightforward computation gives the

following:

Lemma 5.1

(1) Stabgtafyw) ((Ao)R) is represented by a closed subgroupscheme StabStaty™) ((^o)#) ofStab(w)

whose set of S-valued points is given by

{{I 1)\*ZGL(3,S)}.

(2) Stab(w) is the semidirect product of Aw with S t a b g ^ / , {(AQ)R) .

Definition 5.2 Let 0 : $yxAa, —> Id-io-Assocw be the i?-morphism given by the composition

, A 0Xld , , . . - A | j « M
<$>v x Aw —> ld-ti»-Assocw x A^, —>• Aw x Id-io-Assocw — '

where JX is the action morphism induced from that of Stab(w) and the arrow in the middle is

the "swapping isomorphism". Thus, for q € $y(S) and (t) := (^ ll |2 *3) e Aw(5), one has by

definition: S{q, (t)) = (t) -d{q).
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THEOREM 5.3 The schematic image of the morphism 0 : <I>y x Aw —> Id-io-Assocw is

Id-ii»-Sp-Azuw and the induced morphism into Id-iy-Sp-Azu-yy is an isomorphism which maps

the open subscheme <&y x A^ onto the open subscheme Id-

PROOF: We first recall the following crucial fact (see (1), Prop.3.2.4, Chap.IV [7]): The even

Clifford algebra of a semiregular quadratic form is an Azumaya algebra. Using this

fact and the definition of G, one sees that the morphism 0 restricted to $y x Aw factors through

Id-w-Azuw by a morphism @sr such that the following diagram is commutative

$y x Aw > Id-tu-Assocw

1 I
$y x Au, > Id-tu-Azuw

where the vertical arrows are the canonical open immersions. The above diagram base changes

well in view of (2) of Theorem 3.4. Notice that since the base X = Spec(l?) is affine, 0 is a

morphism of afnne schemes and therefore has a schematic image by case (1) of Prop.3.6. The

same is true of each of the two vertical arrows and of 0 s r since 3>y is a principal open subset

of $y (by definition) and since Id-tu-Azuw *-*• Id-w-Assocw is affine by (1) of Theorem 3.4. As

noted earlier P$ € -R[<fry] = -R[Yi, Vy] is not a zero divisor. Hence i?[<&y] = il[<iv]p3 shows that

<&y «-> $y is schematically dominant i.e., the limiting scheme of <fry is $y (cf.(5), Prop.3.7).

Now from (6) of Prop.3.7, the flatness of Aw over X = Spec(i?) implies that $"xA w <-» 4>y x A^

is also schematically dominant. So using the commutative diagram above, and the transitivity

of the schematic image (assertion (3), Prop.3.7), we see that in order to prove the theorem, it is

enough to show that

(*) @sr is schematically dominant and surjective, and 0 is a closed immersion.

We now claim that the above properties are equivalent to

(**) @sr is proper and © is a closed immersion.

Suppose (**) holds. To show (*), we only need to show that 0 s r is surjective and schematically

dominant. Prom (**) it follows that 0f£ := 0 s r ®RK is functorially injective and proper for each

algebraically closed field K which is an il-algebra. That both the iiT-schemes (<&y x AW)®RK and

(Id-iu-Azuw) ®R K are integral and smooth of the same dimension follows from the smoothness

of relative dimension 9 and geometric irreducibility /R of $y x Aw (which is obvious), and of

Id-to-Azuw from (4), Theorem 3.4. Since 0J£ is differentially injective at each closed point, it

has to be a smooth morphism by Theorem 17.11.1 of EGA IV [4] and thus has to be an open

map. But by (**) it is also proper and hence a closed map. Hence 0f£ is bijective etale, and

hence an isomorphism. This also gives that Qsr is surjective. Now from Cor.11.3.11 of EGA IV

and from the flatness of <&y x Aw over R, it follows that Qsr is itself flat, and hence schematically

dominant since it is faithfully flat (being already surjective). Therefore (**) =s> (*).
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We shall establish (**) by computing 9 . For this we shall have to first compute 0 which

was used to define ©. The following outlines the method to compute the multiplication *q in the

algebra 6(q) for q 6 3>y(5), S a commutative .R-algebra with 1. For ease of reading, we shall

write x° for re ® 1 in the following. Let q correspond to the point (Ai, A2, A3, \\2, A13, A23) € S6

i.e., q(e°) = Aj and 6g(e°,ep = A -̂, (1 < i < j < 3). Then by definition, 6{q) is the associative

5-algebra structure on Ws with identity element w° — WQ induced from the isomorphism $ s :

Ws — Cliffo(Vs,g). Since the w° are an 5-basis for Ws, it is enough to compute w° *q Wj for

(1 < i,j < 3). Let 8ijk{q) denote the coefficient of w% for 0 < k < 3 in the expression for w°*qw°j,

for each pair of indices (i,j) with 1 < i,j < 3. These 9ijk(q) are polynomial functions of the Aj

and the \jk which may be computed explicitly as follows. For example, suppose one wants to

compute the product w2 *q wj. Using the properties of the multiplication in Q\f?o(Vs, q), one

gets the following:

w2 *g Wl := $ 5 | ( e 2 • e3) • {ex • e2)} = Ws {(A23(l ) - e3 • e2) • (Ai2(l ) - e2 • e^)}

- A23(A12(1°) - el • e°2) - A12(A23(1°) - e°2 • e%) + e^ • (e°2 • e°2) • el}

= -Ai2A23(w°) + A23(wi) + Ai2(ty2) + A2(u;3).

Thus 02w(q) = -A12A23, ^211(9) = A23, ^212(9) = Ai2, and ^213(9) = A2. In a similar fashion, the

other products may be computed. The following result is needed to compute 0 from 6.

Lemma 5.4 Let q 6 $v(S) and (t) := (Q*1 J2 *3) € AW(S), for a commutative R-algebra S

with 1. Let *(9>t) denote the multiplication in the algebra Q(q, (t)) = (t).0(q) and as before, *q

denote the multiplication in 6{q). Then one has

(1) (4)(to?) = tiW° + w? for (l<i< 3);

(2) a ) - > ° ) = -Uw° + w° for (l<i< 3);

/ f\ \ o o / _ £ . \ / O O \ _t O J . O _i. _£. O
I " t l 1 1 1 s f c / i \ t i l — i i l l ' ? / / A 7 / J 1 — 7 " ' t l i — T ' 1 1 1 — T ' T ' t i l

\*J/ uj^ *(qyt) Wj — V—/\^i Q ***j) 3^i viivj biVjUJ .

The first two formulae follow easily by direct computation. To prove the third formula, one uses

the first two formulae alongwith the following one:

K ) *lqA K ) = 00{ (a)-xK°)) *9 ((trHrf)) }•
One may now compute the multiplication in the algebra (t).8(q) by making use of the formulas

listed in the above lemma since the method for computing the products of the form w° *q Wj

had already been illustrated before the lemma. Let @ijk(i, {£)) denote the coefficient of w^. for

0 < k < 3 in the expression for W? *{q>t) Wj, for each pair of indices (i,j) with 1 < i, j < 3. These

@ijk(q, (t)) are polynomial functions of the As and the ts. Computations give in particular the

following:
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0i32(?, (*)) = Ai ; 6213(9, (*)) = A2 ; ©331(9, (*)) = -A3 ;
6122(9, (£)) = -*i ; 6133(9, GO) = AK - *i ; 0i2i (9,00) = -h ;
02ii (9, (*)) = A23 - h ; 0232(9, (*)) = - * 3 ; ©131(9, GO) = A13 - <3-

The upshot of the above computations is that, if one denotes by ©1 the composition of the

following two morphisms

<&v x Aiu —> Id-iu-Assocw <-> Algw

where the second one is the canonical closed immersion, so that the i?-algebra homomorphism

0 * of coordinate rings corresponding to ©1 is given by the compostion

R[Zijk] = R[A\gw)-»R[U-w-Assocw] - ^ R[QV x A«,]

then under 0 * we have shown that

> Li ; Z231 i-> —L

Z211 !->• L 2 3 - T 2 ; ^232 •-*• —T3 ; Z131 •->• L 1 3 - T3.

Therefore we see that Oj is surjective, which implies that ©* is surjective i.e., © is a closed

immersion; further the above table shows that both © and @sr are proper since they satisfy the

valuative criterion for properness. Thus the conditions (**) are verified. Q.E.D. for Theorem

5.3.

6 Representability of the Functor of Locally-Witt Algebras

Let {V,q) be a quadratic module over the commutative ring R. When q is semiregular, the

isomorphism class of the jR-algebra CQ{V, q), which is the even Clifford algebra of the pair (V, q),

is called the Witt-invariant associated to this pair (see for e.g., [7]). Inspired by this, we shall

call Co(V,q) the Witt-algebra associated to this pair, even when q may not be semiregular.

We continue with the notations of Secs.2 and 3. Given an X-scheme T and a vector bundle

W over X with associated quasi-coherent locally-free sheaf W, recall that a T-algebra structure

A € Id-Assoc-vv (T) corresponds to an associative Cy-algebra structure on WT := VV <S>x T with

multiplicative identity a global nowhere vanishing section over T. We assume that the rank of W

over X is 4. We call A locally-Witt if there is an open affine covering {Ui :— Spec(ili)} of T such

that Ai := A\u{ is the Witt-algebra associated to a quadratic i?j-module projective of rank 3;

i.e., for each i, there is a rank 3 projective i?;-module V£, a quadratic form qi : V* —> Ri and an

.R;-algebra isomorphism Ai = Co(Vi,qi). It is easy to see that if the set of T-algebra structures

A that are locally-Witt is denoted Loc-Wittw(T), then one obtains a functor Loc-Wittw :

{X — Schemes} ~» {Sets} and in fact this functor is caught between Azuw and Id-Assocw

Further, if Loc-Witt^(T) is the subset of A € Loc-Wittw (T1) for which each qi (with the above

notations) is in addition semiregular, we obtain an open subfunctor Loc-Wittw C Loc-Wittw

Then it is not hard to prove the following with the aid of the results so far:
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THEOREM 6.1 Let rankx(W) = 4. The functor Loc-Wittw is represented by Sp-Azuw, and

the subfunctor Loc-Witt^y is represented by Azuw-
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